
 

From: Craig, Dianne <Dianne.Craig@saskpolytech.ca> 
Sent: Thursday, September 21, 2017 2:32 PM 
To: Bernie White 
Subject: College of Dental Surgeons Student Award (Scholarship) for Saskatchewan Polytechnic 

H i Bernie; 

Thank you for your consideration towards reinstating a Student Award for Sask Polytech, Dental 
Hygiene Student. 

 
The most recent Terms of Reference were in place since 2012 and were matched with provincial 
government funds. This allowed for two Awards @ $1,000 each. One was called the Marg Pyett 
Scholarship and the other was called the Clinical Receptionist Scholarship. There was a total of 
$5,000 in the trust account in 2012 and this allowed for the Awards to be given out for the 
previous 5 years. With that in mind and with the fact that interest is accrued each year. We had an 
additional 
$413 so I transferred $87 from our Growing Tomorrow account and will offer one Scholarship at 
$500 for this year. 

 
Once this scholarship is given out the account will no longer be active. 

 
We would like you to consider reinstating an Award by the College of Dental Surgeons to assist a 
student in the Dental Hygiene program. We no longer have the matching funds available so this 
would be an Award that is 100% funded by the College. You could call this the College of Dental 
Surgeons Award and depending on the criterial would result in the final name. 

 
If you wanted to offer this as a Bursary it would be 100% based on financial need. 
If you wanted to offer this as an Award it would be 50% Financial and 50% Academic. 
If you wanted to offer this as a Scholarship to would be based 100% on Academic acumen. 

 
We recommend that the Awards be offered in the fall thus assisting those students with incentive to 
remain in school, however, we have Winter and Spring Award offerings as well. You could offer this 
as an Award named after one of the members of the College, such as a highly regarded instructor, a 
recently retired individual and/or anyone you feel is deserving of a named Award or you can keep it 
under the College’s name. 

 
It is my thought that one Award of $1,000 would benefit a worthy student. However, you may want 
to offer two Awards; one for each Academic year or another alternative of your choice. 

 
I would be very happy to sit down with you and discuss this in person if you would appreciate any 
additional information, or if you are comfortable with taking this forward to the members and 
getting back to me with your recommendation, I would be happy to write up a new ‘Terms of 
Reference’ for future Awards to be sponsored by the College. 

 
I am attaching a copy of the previous Terms of Reference for your information and use for future 
sponsorship. 
Dianne Craig 
Annual Giving Administrator, Donor and Alumni Relations  
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